1984

TOMMY COOPER
Comedian Tommy Cooper,
the much-imitated bungling
magician in a fez, collapsed
onstage at Her Majesty’s
Theatre during a live
television broadcast of his act
on April 15. The audience
thought it was part of his
clowning and roared with
laughter. The curtain was
brought down and the show
went into a commercial break
as Tommy Cooper was rushed
to Westminster Hospital. He
died, aged 62, shortly after
arrival.

ERIC MORECAMBE
Just six weeks later, on 27
May, Britain’s best-loved
comic, Eric Morecambe,
collapsed in the wings of the
Roses Theatre in Tewkesbury.
He was taking part in a charity
show organised by fellow
comedian, Stan Stennett.
After emergency treatment by
a doctor in the audience he
was taken into the intensive
care unit at Cheltenham
General Hospital, where he
died five hours later.
Morecambe and Wise, the
comedy duo with his partner,
Ernie Wise, are the most
successful entertainers in the
country. Eric Morecambe was
58 years old.

LEONARD ROSSITER
The third in this tragic series
came on October 5th, when
Leonard Rossiter collapsed
with a heart attack at the Lyric
Theatre, Shaftesbury Avenue,
during a performance of Joe
Orton’s “Loot”. He had
returned to his dressing room
for a costume change when he
suddenly fell to the floor. An
understudy took over the role
as he was taken to the
Middlesex Hospital, where he
died two hours later.
Renowned for his TV role in
“Rising Damp” and for
remorselessly pouring drinks
over Joan Collins in Cinzano
commercials, Leonard
Rossiter was a gifted character
actor with a wealth of theatre
and television experience. He
was a few days away from his
58th birthday.

1984 : The Old Vic opened
as the Royal Coburg in
1818, was refurbished in
1833, and renamed the
Royal Victoria Theatre. In
1871 it had another facelift
and was renamed the New
Victoria Palace. In 1880 it
was given yet another
name, The Royal Victoria
Hall and Coffee Tavern,
when its new owner, Emma
Cons, turned it into a strict
temperance house.
Under Emma Cons and her
successor, Lilian Baylis, the
“Royal Vic” founded the
companies which led
directly to today’s National
Theatre and English
National Opera, but money
was always tight, and the
The Old Vic, before its recent restoration.
theatre became more and
more decrepit as time went
by. The Blitz of 1941 destroyed much of the building, and it was not until 1950 that the theatre was
rebuilt and the Old Vic Company moved back in for a decade of splendid work.
The Old Vic Company disbanded in 1963 to make way for the National Theatre Company, and when
the new National opened in 1976 the Old Vic ran into hard times. In 1981 public subsidy was
withdrawn and the theatre closed, its future uncertain. Now its future has been assured. The
Canadian entrepreneur, “Honest” Ed Mirvisch, has taken over the building and has spent £2.5
million renovating it. It has been lovingly and authentically restored to its former splendour and is
now one of the most magnificent theatres in the country. It has reopened with the musical “Blondel”
by Tim Rice.

1984 : The hell-raiser superstar, Richard Burton, has died in his luxury Swiss home at the age of 58.
His enormous acting talent brought him fame in London, New York and Hollywood, but his
tempestuous love life brought him more headlines than his acting performances.
He was born Richard Jenkins, in a South Wales mining valley, and took the stage name of Burton
after the schoolteacher who taught him how to act. He won a scholarship to Oxford and then served
in the RAF. He made his stage debut in 1944, and five years later he was acclaimed in “The Lady’s
Not for Burning” at London’s Globe Theatre. His Broadway debut came in 1950, and in 1951 he
joined the Shakespeare Memorial Theatre to play Prince Hal in “Henry IV”. After some Hollywood
films he returned to the stage in 1953 with a Hamlet at the Old Vic, and won a Best Actor Award for
his 1955 performance as “Henry V”. In 1960 he won a Broadway Tony Award for his performance
as King Arthur in “Camelot”.
In 1961 he played Mark Antony in the film of “Cleopatra” and met the famous Hollywood actress,
Elizabeth Taylor. Their tempestuous love affair
captured world wide headlines and made them the
most famous couple in the world. Their rows,
drunken fights,
extravagant spending, and
obvious passion for each other made their films
together, including “The Taming of the Shrew”
and “Who’s Afraid of Virginia Woolf”, huge hits.
In 1964 Richard Burton appeared in Gielgud’s
production of “Hamlet” on Broadway, giving 185
consecutive performances,
and breaking all
previous records in this role.
The Burtons spent $30 million on lavish presents
for each other. Then they divorced. Then they remarried. Then they divorced again. Even after
their final divorce they still appeared onstage
together in a disastrous Broadway revival of
“Private Lives”.
Since then Richard Burton has worked exclusively
in films, living with his fourth wife (from five
marriages) in Switzerland.

